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Lista completa de discografia de ABBA, comprada a partir da EP mais vendida de todos os tempos: A
Sua. A Sua is a greatest hits compilation by Swedish pop group ABBA. It was released in 1982 on
compact disc and released again in 1983. A Sua was the most awarded album in Sweden and was a
number-one album in Sweden. ABBA was the first group to be awarded a Platinum disc. . 17 Jul -
Nine of the group's singles were reissued on a 2008 compilation album titled ABBA's Gold: The
Singles: 1969-1979. A: Your problem is probably in: It looks like you're fetching the original record,
but the fetch has the word "original" in the wrong place. You should probably do something like this:
deep_fetch(self, record.original) Hope this helps, (QMdiSubWindow *dw); QT_END_NAMESPACE
#endif // QMDIPLUGIN_P_H I can use the constructor in my program using Qt 4.1, but not the
QMdiSubWindow. It says "undefined reference to 'QMdiSubWindow::QMdiSubWindow(QWidget *,
Qt::WindowFlags)" My program is a Qt Win Form Application. Could you help me? Edit: I have tried
different possibilities but the problem keeps showing up. The QMdiSubWindow is just not found. A:
You need to use the Q_OBJECT macro somewhere in your class' public section, not merely #include .
For more info: Update: When you use a generated.h file, it's often not possible to use that to ensure
your class complies with the Qt guidelines. You'll need to go through the code and change it
manually. In most cases, it's enough to add Q_OBJECT to the method you're calling from
QMdiSubWindow. If you're using existing code, check its source in Qt4 and find the
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